
Home Learning - Please complete at least four (Y4) or five (Y5) of the tasks from the tic-tac-toe 

grid over this half term. Home learning is handed in and marked on a Wednesday. 
  

 Write a set of rules for a team 

PE challenge game- make sure 

you show the important skills of 

being in a team (we will play 

these on the last day of term!) 

Research an ‘animal survivor’- 

what is their habitat, diet and 

survival strategies? 

Can you create a top trumps 

card for them? 

Write a diary of an explorer- 

imagine you have been on a 

treacherous journey! Create a 

diary entry to show your 

feelings and experiences.   

Design a poster to show all 4 

seasons in French. You can 

publish this on a computer if you 

like!  

Create a detailed sketch of a UK 

landscape.  

Create our own survival kit list. 

What are the essentials for 

being a survivor in the wild? Can 

you explain why you need this 

kit?  

Map the mountains- choose a 

famous mountain range and show 

on a map where they are! Have a 

go at carefully drawing the 

outline of the country or 

continent. 

Research a famous explorer 

(from the past or present), can 

you create a fact file about 

their life. 

Cost up a trip to an exciting 

adventurous destination! 

 How much would it cost to get 

there and stay? 
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Willow class have had a brilliant week in 

the great outdoors! It began with a 

scientific start, including beginning an 

environmental study and then we had 

great fun doing our fieldwork up St 

Catherine’s Hill.  

 

The last hand in date for this half terms 

homework grid is this Wednesday.  

 
Thank you, Mrs Davies 

Core subjects 

This half term our topic is:  Do you have what it takes? 
Maths – This week we will be still be working on our 

fractions, working on  

Literacy - This week we are developing our writing 

across our wider curriculum through science and RE.  

Spellings Year 4 and 5’s are recapping the separate common exception words 

Week Beginning 11th February- assessment is on 15th February 2019 

 

Year 4  

Particular  peculiar perhaps 

Popular position possession 

Possible   potatoes  pressure 

Probably  promise   regular 

Reign   remember  sentence 

Separate  special  straight 

Strange  strength suppose 

Surprise therefore though 

thought 

Year 5  

Marvellous  mischievous  Muscle 

Necessary   neighbour   nuisance 

Occupy   occur  opportunity 

parliament persuade physical 

prejudice  privilege  profession  programme 

pronunciation  queue  recognise  recommend  

relevant  restaurant  rhyme  rhythm 

sacrifice  secretary shoulder 

signature  sincere   soldier 
 

What you can do at home 

Please keep practicing their key number facts linking fractions and 

decimals (and percentages): 

0.5 is a half 50%   0.25 is a quarter 25% 0.75 is three quarters 75% 

 

0.1 is a tenth 10%  0.2 is 2 tenths 20%   0.3 is 3 tenths 30% 

Year 5’s can they also add in the % facts!  
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